
 Imagine early man's reaction to his first 

solar eclipse. But knowledge and under-

standing turned fear to festivity.  Today we 

celebrate the phenomenon with telescopes 

and cameras.  We even gave eclipse a 

second definition, one synonymous with 

outdo, surpass, excel. 

    At first sight the MIS called e.CLIPSE 

may perplex, even overwhelm.  A closer 

look and a little experience with the soft-

ware dispel those impressions and show 

you why you need the system. 

   The roots of e.CLIPSE date back to our 1982 introduction 

of integrated production-financial records —an innovation in  

data linkage that may never matched. 

A number of our crop producer clients repre-

sent the larger, more growth-oriented opera-

tions.  Some are the biggest in the business.  

Through the years they've relied on our soft-

ware, especially the financials, to bring them 

through toughest times.  They'll tell you FBS is 

best and would sign an affidavit.   

   Only recently did we adopt the name 

e.CLIPSE for a definitive MIS.  We wanted 

something signifying modernity and mastery in 

the software marketplace. 

   So why didn't we just go ahead and label e.CLIPSE per-

fect?  We thought about it but realized perfect  

software would never need to be upgraded. 

    A direct and singular benefit of managerial accounting is 

better business planning decisions.  An MA system uses fi-

nancial accounting records as basic data to aid your decision

-making, planning and control. 

    Under the system, traditional “enterprise analysis” is re-

placed by “profit- and cost-center accounting.” This is the key 

to knowing where you’re making the most money.  Widely 

used by other industries for half a century, MA is being 

adapted to production agriculture by the Farm Financial 

Standards Council and a coalition of commodity organiza-

tions.   FBS, however, embraced p&c-center accounting in 

the early ‘80s. 

 The value of the FFSC standards lies in the industry-wide 

consistency they bring to the recording and analysis of ag 

financial data. These recommendations also move farm and 

ranch accounting closer to compliance with GAAP (Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles).   

   Windows-based e.CLIPSE is an inventory valuation and 

job-costing system using activity-based costing (ABC) logic 

to determine how resources should be allocated to each crop 

stage and field in an operation. These resources include 

equipment, vehicles and indirect labor.  By linking directly 

with production data, e.CLIPSE automatically maintains criti-

cal details relating to production activities.  This enables the 

activation of predetermined “cost drivers” plus an accurate 

assignment of indirect costs through the life of each crop. 

  Direct costs, such as seed and custom-applied fertilizer 

and chemicals, are even easier since they can be posted 

directly to groups through TransAction Plus accounting. Work

-in-process (WIP) is automatically posted to the balance 

sheet at the end of each accounting period.  Cost-of-goods is 

computed at each sale or transfer between production stag-

es. 

The only integrated software designed to meet Farm Financial Standards Coun-
cil guidelines for managerial accounting   

e.CLIPSE ™ 
Comprehensive Crop Management Information System 
(MIS) with Integrated Production/Financials  
 

Perfect name for near-perfect software―bringing unparalleled benefits to crop 
producers, accountants and advisors    



e.CLIPSE harvests the power of 
Activity-Based Costing (ABC) for 
crop production 
    While e.CLIPSE provides you accurate, real-time financial 

reporting and product costing, that’s only a fraction of its value 

to serious managers.  

    Although you can’t control the weather, you do have a major 

say every season in activities (planting, spraying, harvesting, 

etc.).  Each of these activities has a real cost unique to your 

business (affected by numerous fixed and variable costs and 

scale of your operation).  By tracking what it costs to perform 

an operation on a per acre or per hour basis you can intelli-

gently decide whether to 1) replace or expand capacity, 2) 

expand acres farmed, 3) hire (outsource) the operation or 4) 

convert this activity to a profit center by providing custom ser-

vices to others.   

  As you record field activities, e.CLIPSE uses cost drivers to 

“charge” each field by acre-trip or hour.  Not only will your pro-

duction costs be much more accurate than “spreading” labor, 

fuel, depreciation, etc. arbitrarily over all acres, but you’ll be 

able analyze and benchmark all cost components of every 

operation on an “as used” basis.     

Key programs of e.CLIPSE and a quick 

check of important features 
 
Crop Audit Plus 

By itself, a complete crop management system that improves 

profitability through better planning, production and marketing.   

Integrated within e.CLIPSE, Crop Audit Plus provides the field 

production detail, operation histories, and product and crop 

inventories required to supply cost drivers and inventory docu-

mentation.  It’s an essential component of MaCH 1.0. 

   • Input and crop inventories  

   • Crop projects (job-costing) 

   • Standardized reporting functions 

   • Custom reporting functionality 

 
TransAction Plus 
The accounting hub of e.CLIPSE integrates with accounts 

payable, accounts receivable, payroll, asset depreciation, 

Smart Feeder and Crop Audit.  It also automates cost center 

and work-in-process allocations when linked to Crop Audit 

Plus and Inventory Valuation. 

   • Incorporates FFSC standards 

   • Managerial accounting focus 

   • Standardized reporting functions  

   • Custom reporting functionality 

   • Inventory adjustments 
  
 

 

 
Inventory Valuation Interface 
What this module does: 

   • Posts: 

 Cost allocations from support operations cost centers 

 to production centers (crops) and projects 

(crops by field) based on activity-based cost stand-

ards (management  report type) 

 Cost allocations from finance and G&A cost center to   

the Crop profit center (management report type)  

 Work-in-process changes to the crop profit center  

(accrual report type) 

 Crop and input asset changes to the crop profit center 

(accrual report type) 

   • Transfers completed crop inventories to marketing centers at 

harvest based on actual production costs    
 

 
Now let's take closer look at how  

integrated records make your job easier 

And let's start with a question.  How many times do you find 

yourself inputting the same information into your records sys-

tem? 

     You should never have to load a set of data more than 

once.  But if you're operating several programs, say production 

records, an accounting module and a spreadsheet—all stand-

alone—this won't be the case.  When you make an entry in 

one, you must repeat the step for the other two.  Time-

consuming.  A higher risk of error.  And just plain unneces-

sary.   

e.CLIPSE includes an overhead cost allocation system.



Suppose you do make an error in a repetitive entry.  Think of 

the time you’d spend in just finding where you made the mis-

take and correcting it. 

  But if your programs were integrated or “linked,” they would 

automatically share information.  For example, when you rec-

ord a sale in accounting, your entry simultaneously updates 

your production inventory.  Multiple modules.  One entry.  We 

call it SinglePoint data entry. 

      While you'd be cutting keyboard time by weeks through the 

year, your records would be more complete and accurate.  

And you could access them instantly at any time for urgent 

decisions. 

   FBS pioneered this concept in integration 20 years ago and 

has taken it to levels that may never ever be matched. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the final analysis, e.CLIPSE may be 

the only way you’ll meet FFSC standards 
for growth and  profitability 
 

A brief review.  e.CLIPSE is a complete management infor-

mation system that concurrently maintains production and fi-

nancial information with one set of entries for every phase of a 

cropping operation.  It automates time-consuming or difficult 

chores such as field entries and cost allocations.  It also gives 

you detailed cost-of-production information on every phase of 

your operation. 

 e.CLIPSE performs all these MIS functions and does them 

as quickly, easily and accurately as possible.  Do you know 

any other software you can start working with now−or in fhe 

foreseeable future―that will do this for you? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

e.CLIPSE maintains real-time direct and indirect

production costs for each field “project.”

Detailed cost of production by crop, farm and field,

including “drill-down” to cost center assignments.

Automatically updates physical inventories and cost of sales

with each entry.

Box 185 601 SE 19th Avenue 
Aledo, IL 61231 

fbssystems.com    800.437.7638 



e.CLIPSE automatically tracks cost by machine/employee (service center), activity (support 

cost center), field (project, crop/farm (production center), and commodity (marketing center) 
to provide you total visibility and control of your cropping operation. 


